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ON THE ZEROS OF FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CONTAINING A PARAMETER
Introduction.
In his Fifth International Congress paper BScher* has pointed out
the desirability of obtaining theorems for differential equations of order
higher than two which would generalize the theorems derived by Sturm*" for
second order equations. Certain generalizations in this direction have been
made by Birkhoff^ and Davidglou^ for self-adjoint equations of order three
and four respectively. Carmichael**, in a more recent memoir, has obtained
some general theorems of comparison for equations of any order n. The pur-
pose of the present paper is to treat the oscillation problem suggested at
the close of the last article of Carmichael' s paper and to show how the the-
orems obtained are in the nature of generalizations of certain of the Sturm-
ian results.
After stating in §1 certain well-known formulae for a differential
equation and its adjoint and an immediate consequence of these, I give in §$
* M.Bdcher, Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Mathe-
maticians, vol.1 (1912). PP. 163-195.
"t C.Sturm, Journal de Mathematiques, vol.1 (1836), PP. 106-186. See also
M.Bocher, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, ser. 2, vol.4 (1898),
PP. 295-313, 365-376 > also, Lecons sur les Methodes de Sturm, Paris, 1917.
* G. D. Birkhoff, Annals of Mathematics, vol. \? (1911), PP. 103— 1 27.
S A.Davidglou, Annales de I'Ecole Normale Supe'rieure, ser. 3, vol. 17
(1900), pp. 359-444; also, ser. 3, vol.22 (1905), PP. 539-565.
**R.D. Carmichael, Annals of Mathematics, vol. !9 (1918). PP. 159-171.

an extension of a theorem, in the paper bv Carmichael, upon which the re-
mainder of this paper is based. JjJJcontains an outline of the method to be
employed and suggests the possibility of obtaining a variety of theorems of
oscillation for a single differential equation. In this section I also earn
out the details by means of a particular auxiliary equation and derive the
First General Theorem of Oscillation. Some difficulties arise in applying
this theorem to a particular equation; and, in I introduce an equation
of special form for which the theorem mentioned above becomes particularly
elegant. In each of the following two sections I derive two theorems, an-
alogous to the two just mentioned, by using particular solutions of other
suitable auxiliary differential equations. The next and last section is
devoted to an application of the preceeding results to equations not involv-
ing a parameter. I point out that these theorems form a generalization of
certain of the classic Sturmian results; but the general oscillation prob-
lem involved has not been solved, for the theorems obtained state only suf-
ficient conditions that solutions of a given equation oscillate in a fixed
interval.

I. Preliminary Formulae.
We will consider the homogeneous linear parametric differential
equation
L(a) = i w (x.X)5-5 + Ai w. f (x.A)|-w=T Xn",i4«J)r + AXCx.Mu - 0,(1)
ax ax ax
in which we assume: that for /\ fixed and greater than or eaual to a given
positive quantity \ the functions l„,lw^f, • * •#! M l9 are real-valued^ single-
valued and continuous functions of x for x in a given (finite) interval de-
fined by the inequalities a 6 x 6 b, and that 1* is of one sign, say posi-
tive, in (a,b); that the derivatives*of l< , up to order i inclusive, i = I,
2* *>*»B» are likewise real-valued, single-valued and continuous functions
of x for the fixed value of X; that for a fixed value of x in (a,b), the
functions 1^ and their derivatives up to order i inclusive, i 0, !••••» n,
are real-valued single-valued and continuous functions of \ in the range
The Lagrange adjoint equation associated with (|) is
*<*)== (-ir~»(ir,v) (-n^XCp^i**,*) Aw-i i-(i»v) Fio* - o.dx dx dx n
*3his, when arranged according to the derivatives of v, may be written thus
d^v d^'v dv
M(v) ~ m„(x,A)--* + Am*,, (x,A)--*r7 A*
-
*®! AV>(x,A)v = 0, (2)
where the coefficients are defined by the following relations:
* The derivatives will always be taken with respect to x
?
*b3 sometimes
they will be denoted by primes.

4(- | ) "m* * lr? ;
/
(-1) a«-t- - n-r '
A
/ //
(-1) m«_o= ln-t - (n- 1 ) .— r —~~ */ ** / /// (3)
. ,
, ^1*-? (n-|)(n-2) !«-, n(n-|)(n-2) lr,
(-1) m„_,= - (n-2)-- T 1" V '
» > > j » 1 1
= J-o
jj"
*
"JP
-•••+ (-1)
"j* »
It is easy to establish the well-known La^ran^e identity*.
vL(u) - uM(v) = ~ R(u,v)
, (4)
clx
where
d"
-
' u T d 1 \
v ~ 9
u
R(U,V) = [lr,vj
-~*-T + [Alr»-|V - ~-(l>,v)J £^W5?
+ ^1"-^ - X--flr7_ ( v) + ---5 (1^v
)J
?-w=f
We also introduce the forms
P(y) = Pr,(x,A)~^ + /\Pr,_ t (x,A)~"r)-T +••*+ Jf
~
'd
, (x,J1)T" + yTPofx.^Vdx dx n dx #
and
D(y) = P(y) - M(y). (5)
Here we assume: that, when A has a fixed value as designated above, p*,
real-valued
Pr>_ » /Dr»» • • • » Ofl/Qn, Po/p* are continuous^ and single-valued functions of x, in
(a,b), except possibly for singularities of a special character mentioned
* See,_ for instance, Forsyth's Theory of Differential Equations,
Vol. IV, o.pc;?.

5below; that, when x has a fixed value in (a,b) vn>Vr>- \/v n , • • »,p ,/p^.Po/p,,
real-valued .
are continuous ^and single-valued functions of A, except for the singular-
ities .iust referred to.
In the following treatment uH (x,X), vK (x,\), yK (x,^) will denote
particular solutions of the equations L(u) - 0, M(v) = andP(y) - re-
spectively. The possible singularities to be admitted for the functions*
Pn » Pr>- »/Pr»» • • •» P»/Pr?» Po/p* are such that solutions y^ of P(y) exist
so that D(y^) is continuous for x in (a,b) and A fixed and greater than or
equal tol . By y (x,\) we denote only those solutions of P(y) » for which
D(y^) has this continuity property.
As a special case let Mu^) and P(y^) 0; evidently
v
f L(uJ - u^P(yt ) = 0. Then from (5) and (4)
= uJD(y^).
If and j3 are two points in (a,b), the conditions on the functions in this
equation allow us to integrate both sides from •< to ^ and hence we have,
>| x m< = J
QAD fy) dx « (6)
* We should note here that /t> v may have poles of as high order as
n-i-|, i = 0. It 2, • • n- 1 , at those poimts where v^ has zeros of order n-l,
without disturbing the continuity of D(y^).

II. General Theorem of Comparison.
From the formulae of the previous section we can prove the fol-
lowing theorem, which is an extension of a theorem due to Carmichael.*
Theorem. Let y^ be a solution of the equation P(y) = 0, and, for
a fixed value of X in the ranges \ £ \, suppose that it vanishes to the
(n-
1
)
st order at wL. and at
ft
and is positive' between o( and while D(y^) is
not identically^ zero in (ot.fl ) and is not positive at any_ point in {d
.
Let u (x, a ) be any_ solution of the equation L(u) 0.
Then :
'
1) u(x,A) vanishes in the interior of («f,/3) when n is even;
2) u(x,\) vanishes in the interior of {4,ft ) when n is odd pro-
vided in this case that u(x, A) is positive at some point in {°< ,(5) and that
ln{?A)j^%k)mM * ln(^^)y
|f-
,
^,/\)u(c^,M. (7)
This theorem is proved by the indirect method from the equations
of §|, where we assume the parameter \ fixed and greater than or equal to I,
By hypothesis: 1^ is positive throughout the interval (^,/3) which is includ
ed in (a, b); D(y^) is negative or zero (but not identically zero) in
y^ is positive between oi and^3 ; in the neighborhood of to the right, all
the first n-| derivatives of yK are positive and hence y^
n
" is positive
at o(; in the neighborhood of |3 to the left, when considering the first n-
1
derivatives of yK , the odd ordered derivatives are negative while the even
ordered are positive, hence y^
n
~'*' is negative at |3 when n is even and posi-
tive when n is odd. Moreover, let us suppose that u(x,^) is of one sign,
* Loc. oit»j ji.fJO.
t In case y^ is negative between o( and/$ , the condition to be
imposed upon D(y
H ) is that it is not negative throughout

say positive, throughout fa,^).
From equation (6) we have,
(-|) ,,- , l tf (x,A)vK
(t'- ,;(x.A)u(x, (\)
x -jB r/
9
u D(y^ ) dx. (8)
u D(fy ) dx.
From equation (8), if n is even, we have
The signs of the quantities l*(o£,X), ^U . A ) , ufa,/\), \) , and u^,A)
are all positive while V^'^HfiX) is negative; hence the left hand member
is positive while the right is negative. Thus, when n is even, the assump-
tion that u(x,A) is of one sign throughout [4*0] leads to a contradiction
and therefore u( vanishes at least once in the interior of the interval,
When n is odd, equation (8) evidently is
l»(/3^)v
K
L"-
- lt? U.jr)v/
r'-'
J
^,\)uW,X) » j' a D(v„) dx.
Since the second member is negative the last equation is contradictory with
relation (7)» Hence, when n is odd, the assumption thaf u(x,A) is positive
throughout («<,/3) is untenable.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

III. First General Theorem of Oscillation.
From the considerations of the two preceding sections, we are
now able to derive certain theorems concerning the zeros of any solution of
the differential equation L(u) = 0. The results which are to follow are
based primarily upon the theorem stated above. By an analysis of this the-
orem we find that all its hypotheses, except the one on D(vK ), are easily
satisfied if we choose the auxiliary differential equation P(y) = in such
a way that it has the (n-|) st power of a suitable periodic function as a
particular solution, since for A and an arbitrary constant of integration
appropriately chosen this solution has consecutive zeros at «( and
f3j two
points in the interval (a,b). In order to simplify the form of D(v^), we
will choose p*>, P*_», • • »,P«>, D| identical respectively with m*,
&£, m | ; then
Furthermore if we substitute the chosen particular solution for y in
P(v) we can solve for p , the only undetermined coefficient still re-
maining in P(y), in terms of m*, mifV m,, m^and^bv means of equations
(3); in terms of the first n coefficients of L(u) and their derivatives;
since by (3) m is also expressible in terms of the coefficients of L(u) or
their derivatives, the condition to be imposed upon D(v^) involves only the
coefficients of the given equation L(u) * and a known chosen function.
Besides, if
Pr> - m 4=. 0, Fo ~ 4 °'
the hypothesis on D(y
K )
in the above theorem is fulfilled. Solving this
condition for l (x, k) , the only coefficient of L(u) whose derivative is not

9involved in the inequalitv, we obtain an inequality which will form one of
the fundamental hypotheses of the new theorems which we derive.
In the first case we select, as a solution of P(v) 0, the func-
tion v» « cos
r
~'A(x-c) which, as A increases, has an increasing number of
(n-l) s * order zeros in the interval a £ x £ b. We can write
y, = cos A (x-c) '
y', » [-(n-|) tan|(x-c)] \v, >
= [(n-|)(n-2)tan'A(x-c) - (n-|)] \%, , (9)
v'," = [-(n-l) (n-2) (n-3)tan*A(x-c) + (ft- I ) (3n-5) tani (x-c)] \*y , »
fl'- [(n-|)...(n-4)tan AA(x-c)-(n-|) (n-2) (6n- 14) tan 9 \{ x-c) (a- 1 ) f 3n-5)j ^ 4?,,
To facilitate the computation let us place
I/O
y. - \vm
from this thej^artiaydifference and differential recurrence relation
" \ ' (n-D Atan A(x-c) -w^ (10)
is obtained, of which r is the recurrence variable. If the sum of the first
n+| equations of (9), after multiplication in order by Avv>o* Ar~'p »•••»
Xp*?-i» Pa is taken, the first member is P(v f ); and this has the value zero.
If the resulting equation is solved for A^Po we have
— A Po - w,/ p, + w,A d 9 +...+ w„. ,APt». i + *nPn»
where the functions w
t
« -(n- 1 ) Atan \(x-c) , w 9 , • • •, w^* \ t w„ are determined
by means of (10) and are linear functions of the even or odd powers of
tanA(x-c) according as the subscript of w^, r = 1,2, •••»n, is even or odd;
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moreover, w has as a factor \\ The highest power of tanUx-c) in w is r f
except for r = n, in which case the highest power is n-2. According to the
statement above we now specify that the p's in this value of "fl p® shall be
identical respectively with the coefficients of M(v) having the same sub-
scripts. Dividing the equation through by-) * and arranging the value of p
according to the powers of tan^(x-c), we may write
p « A + A,tan\(x-c) +• • • +A*. , t an"" ' A(x-c)
,
where the functions A<- , i = 0, I, 2, • • •» n- I, are linear in the functions p^ ,
k * 1,2. •••,n, and contain only those functions for which k is even or odd
according as i is even or odd respectively and for which k > i. Moreover^the
coefficient of p£ in h£ is a constant different from zero. Now,
expressing the p's with subscripts 1,2, •••,n,by means of (3), in terms of
the coefficients of L(u) we find that the A' s are determinate linear func-
tions of the coefficients of the given equation and their derivatives and
hence that p is a determinate function.
In a later discussion it will be useful to know the explicit form
of certain of the A' s; hence we include here the following formulae, given
in terms of a general order n. These formulae are sufficient for eauations
of order as high as six, since the coefficient of p^ +l in A is always the
same as the coefficient of p^ in A,.
A*-
,
At»-9
Ar»-r»
A*-*
u
rt in— I r H i
(II)

Li
where the quantities may be defined as follows: If
kW « k(k-|) (k-2)...(k-s+|),
then
sj, = (n-|) + 2(n-2) +...+k(n-k)
3 2
Sn = (n-l)So + 2(n-2)si . . +k (n-k) + ,
* 3*6 5*6
+
4-6~ 3-2*
2
For further convenience, when A is fixed and greater than or equa
to A , let us denote the consecutive zeros of y^ „ where the arbitrary con-
stant is^cho sen/so that y^ vanishes at the point a of the interval (a,b),by
/>o - a. such that
^
< j+\ * />* < ••• </^i- b. The value of c
for the case of y» is a - 7/2\« It is readily seen that yH has s+l zeros of
order n-| in (a,b) if X > s7r/(b-a).
3y ths theorem of the preceding section, if D(v ( ) is non-positive
or non-negative but not identically zero in an interval within which y f is
positive or negative respectively and has zeros of order n-| at the ends of
that interval, then any solution u(x,A) of L(u) = vanishes in the inter-
ior of this interval when n is even. For this case, cos"" f A(x-c) is alter-
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nately positive and negative in consecutive intervals of this sort and if
the theorem is to be applicable for a range (a,b) which includes more than
two consecutive zeros of y,» D£y,) must change sign with y, and hence from
the relation D(y,) = A*(Po ~ ^oWi we must have Po— »o 4 throughout the
interval (a,b).
If n is odd cos*
1"
' Af x-o) is always positive or zero. According to
the theorem .iust referred to, if u(x,\) is positive at some point in each
of the intervals fro*ft) * i^-up*) . • • • (Ma- \»/^a) * if Po - m £ and if
lii^.AW"*fy*A)«^vA) ± U^,.A)y,l"- ,j(^,A)u(^ f ,A)£
then u(x,A) vanishes at least once in each of the sub-intervals of (a,b)
of length V /A measuring from the point a.
The condition p -m 6 yields an ineauality governing the coef-
ficients of the equation Lfu) = 0. Employing this, the results obtained
may be stated in the form of the following fundamental theorem.
Theorem I. If the Parameter A, in the equation Lfu) =0. is fixed
and satisfies the relations
,
A 2 X . \ 2 JL3L. ,
b - a
and if for every x in the interval a x £ b
l (x,\) > A A
f
tanX(x-c) +•• + A„_ , tan"" 'A(x-c)
+ - + ••• + (-|) r, *'^S , c = a - 77/2), (12)
the sign of equality not holding; throughout (a, b) , then any solution u(x,A)
of L(u) =0 vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
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( a, b) of length XT /A measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in ( a, b )
:
1) when n is even;
2) when n is odd, Provided in this case that u (x. \) is positive
at some p_qint in each of the intervals (^ »yu ( ), (ju f ,^«>), •••» (^.-t*^.) and
that
ln(^o.My fCt,
" f
yo J)u(yU^>) ^ l«(^.A)y |M(^))«(^f^)^
where i/- a, uM • • • , are the consecutive zeros of Vi in (a. b)
.
/
IV. Introduction of a Sp ecial Form of the Equation.
i
The theorem of the preceding section is more readily applicable
to equations of even order than to those of odd order, since, for the case
of n even, we can be assured that the function u(x,A) vanishes at least s
times in the interval (a.b) without any hypotheses on the properties of
this function other than that it satisfies the equation L(u) = 0, while,
for n odd, we know that u(x,X) vanishes in the interval only when, in addi-
tion to satisfying the eauation L(u) » 0, it also meets certain hypotheses
as to its specific character at a given number of points of this range.
In what follows we will confine ourselves to the study of equa-
tions of even order and moreover shall seek to specialize the coefficients
of L(u) so that the hypothesis on 1 takes a form which makes the theorem
more easy to apply. Such a specialization can be made by requiring that, in
the inequality (12), the coefficients of the odd powers of tanX(x-c) shall
be such that they each are expressible as the product of tan^(x-c) and a
function which is non-positive throughout the interval (a,b). It is conven-
ient for us to make the further restriction that this non-positive factor is
zero and hence that the coefficients A«, i * 1,3,5, are identically
zero in (a,b). From the definition, in equations ( { I ) , of the functions A/,
i - 1.3.5. for the case of n even, we see that the vanishing of these
functions necessitates the vanishing of p., i = 1,3,5, and conversely;
in th*. pre* &.tit c KStj
hence the adjoint of L(u) = Onanist be an equation in which the coefficients
of the odd ordered derivatives are identically zero.
To determine what form L(u) may take so that the adjoint equation
satisfies the above restrictions we note that the equation adjoint to the
adjoint of a given equation is the given equation. Hence the adjoint of
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n- »
M(v) = (-n^d^v) (-O^'Ajjwrd^tT) •- Y~ * Tiov = o
is L(u) = 9 as written in (I). L(u) may then be written in the form
Lfu) S (-l) r'--w(!D r)u) + (-|) t'~'\--?>rT(mti-»ii) ^" '--(m ,u) + ^moU - 0,
dx dx dx
for its adioint is M(v) = as expressed in (2). Since L(u) » is unre-
stricted, any differential equation can be reduced to the formjof the last
equation.
Since we wish to confine our attention to an equation of even or-
der in which the coefficients, corresponding to the m' s with odd subscripts
in the last equation above, are zero, we will introduce the notation
+ • • •S(u)= e 9 ,Jx,»u) /\°^?^ [e^.ofx. ^)uj
dx
for which the adjoint is
N(v) = e, hv(x,X)---5?; A%flMi^t(s»X)7nRiP1
^"VpC^lOjI pe (x,Mv = 0. (14)
It is clear that in this discussion the coefficients p^-, i = 2, 4. •••,2m, of
the auxiliary equation P(y) - will be chosen identical respectively with
e^ where i has the values 2, 4,«»»»2m, and for i = 1,3, •••,2m- I the func-
tions x>i will be identically zero. The functions e*>fc. e<>m _«>, • e?, e are
to be taken as functions of x and of \ having the same properties as those
specified for the corresponding coefficients of L(u) * 0.
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The following theorem may be stated as a special case of theoreml
Theorem la. If the Parameter \, in the equation E(u) = 0, is fix-
ed and satisfies the relations,
b - a
and if for every x in the interval a <£ x £ b
e (x,A) > A + A„tan
9 \(x-c) + ••• + Ao^.^tan^" 9 \(x-c) , c = a - tt/2/\ ,
the equality sign not holding throughout (a, b) . then any solution u(x, /) of
E(u) =0 vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
(a,b) of length U /\ measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in (a, b).
Let us suppose for the moment that the coefficients e » e«>, • • e.^
of E(u) * are not functions of x and / but of x alone. Then the coeffic-
ients A
,
A 9 , • • A^_2 are functions of x alone; and, we see that if the
functions A 9 , A4 , • • A«>h _ 9 are either negative or zero for every x in the
interval (a,b) and if e (x) > A0j we may conclude that as A increases to
infinity the number of zeros which we are assured exist in the given inter-
val increases indefinitely.

V. Second General Theorem of Oscillation.
The method of §jg affords a means of deriving other general theef-
rems of oscillation than the one of that section; for we may choose differ-
ent particular solutions of a suitable comparison eauation P(y) and
hence obtain different values of p to be used in the ineaualitv p - mo- 0»
In place of the cosine function which was used in the section just referred
to , let us select as the particular solution of a comparison equation
P(v) « 0, suitably chosen, y„ » cn
n~
'X(x-d) , where cn x is one of the Jac-
obi elliptic functions and where d (» a - K/)^ ) is a constant chosen so
that v? vanishes at the point a of the interval (a,b). We shall use only
real values of the argument x and hence for our purpose sn x , dn x and
cn x have no singularities for finite values of x; sn x has simple zeros
at points congruent modulo 4K with x = and x = 2K where K is the quarter
period of these functions, dn x has no f real) zeros and cn x has simple
zeros at points congruent modulo 4K with x = K and x 3K. We will again
choose the functions Pr>,p*_ • • • ,p , identical respectively with m^iii,,. f , • •
m, so that we have D(v 9)~ a(Po " mo) v 9 . From previous considerations it
is clear that m is expressible linearly in terms of the functions 1 and
l^
J
f i » l»2#»«»»n, and it remains for us to compute the value of p in terms
of the coefficients of Lfu) and their derivatives.
The substitution of the particular solution v 9 for y in P(y) =
mav be easily carried out if we first obtain the successive derivatives of
y 9 . The amount of computation may be reduced if we place
(a)
y* - wAy„
from which we have the|Partia]/difference and differential recurrence relation
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snA(x-d) dnA(x-d)
" sxjwj— •
where r is the recurrence variable. We have
y, - cn^'^fx-d) ,
/ r snA(x-d)dn \(x-d)]\
Multiplying y 9 and its first n derivatives in order bv /\
r
Pr>. J
p
/\p*>-», Pf» and adding, we obtain for the left hand member P(v-r): and this has
the value zero. Solving the resulting equation for p and arringing its val-
ue according to the powers of the function sn/\(x-d) dnA(x-d) /cn/\ (x-d) , we
have
_ snA(x-d) dnX(x-d) e sn"' ' Afx-djdn"- ' A(x-d)
p « B + 3, r-
—
" ••• + ti v_ , *=T77—77 »
cnA(x-d) cn /(x-d)
where the functions B- , i - 0, 1, 2. are expressible linearly in terms
of the functions pK , k - 1,2. ••»n» and contain only those p* s for which
k is even or odd according as i is even or odd respectively and for which
k 5 i. Moreover, in , the coefficient of p^, k - i*2» i*4, ••», are not con-
stants but are functions of x and k which are finite for x in (a,b) and for
a fixed value of \ in the range A & A while the coefficient of p^ for k = i,
is a constant different from zero. In ^Qwe shall give an example to exhibit
the importance of the fact that the coefficients of the p* s are not all con-
stants. As in the preceding section the p's are expressible linearly in
terms of the l's and their derivatives and hence the functions , i = 0,1,
2, , •••,n-| are determinate functions of the coefficients of the given equa-
tion.
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Since D(y„) = \
w
(Po ~ m )v 9 where p - m is a determinate func-
tion of the coefficients of L(u), linear in 1 and not involving its detf-
rivatives of any order, if we apply the theorem of § |f for this case in a man-
ner precisely analogous to that used in the proof of theorem I, we can es-
tablish the following theorem which will be called the Second General Theor-
em of Oscillation.
Theorem II. If the Parameter \, in the equation Lfu) = 0, is fix-
ed and satisfies the relations,
d — a
and if for every, x in the interval a 4 x ^ b
i / \% v D o sn/\(x-d)dn\fx-d) _ sn
t,-'
/\(x-d)dn
,,
-'/\(x-d)
U(z.\) > B B f — B"->
-Z™JCx~*)~~
i { ih> k
the sign of egualit;y not holding throughout (a,b), then any solution u(x,A)
of L(u) - vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
(a,b) of length measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in ( a, b )
:
1) when n is even;
2) when n is odd, provided in this case that u (x,\) is positive
at some point in each of the intervals {f+o,^
)
, (yU,,^»,) , • • • , (yUA. |. uA ) , and
that
where
^
* a, jj- , , • • • are the consecutive zeros of y„ in (a,b).
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In order that the theorem may be more easily applied to a partic-
ular equation it is evident from considerations analogous to those of the
previous section that it will be convenient to confine attention to an equa-
that
tion of even order which is such A the coefficients of the odd powers of
sn)\(x-d) dn )*(x-d) /cn\(x-d) identically zero. This restriction again makes it
necessary that the p's with odd subscripts are identically zero for the
coefficient of p; in B^, i = 1.3.5. •••» is a constant different different
from zero. Since the functions p; are chosen identical with the functions
m
t
' » i 1.3.5. ••» the equation again reduces to E(u) » as defined in (13)
and which has as its adjoint N(v) = as given by (14).
The following theorem is a special case of theorem II and forms
an analogue of theorem la.
Theorem II a. If the parameter \ , in the equation E(u) = 0. is
fixed and satisfies the relations,
\ij ,\> «L
.
b - a
and if for every x in the interval a 4i x 4 b
# ki > » sn*A(x-d) dn°/\(x-d) sn
9*'^ (x-d) dn^-^x-d)
e (x,A) £ a + d„ yr-— + •••+ .—
—
^-
cn /A(x-d) cn m A(x-d)
the sign of equality not holding throughout (a.b), then any solution u(x,/l)
A .. ~ ~ _ _ - - _ -
-
of E(u) « vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
(a,b) of length gK// measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in (a.b).

VI. Third General Theorem of Oscillation.
If. in §UT we had used the sine function instead of the cosine
functionjas a particular solution of a comparison equation P(y) - we would
have obtained no results different from those derived by the use of the co-
sine, for the sine curve is transformable into the cosine curve by trans-
lating it a distance TT/2 parallel to the x-axis. Such a relation does not
exist between the elliptic functions cn x and sn x for if v = cn x is
translated a distance -K parallel to the x-a:xis we have y cn(x-K) »
k'sn x /dn x where k' » VT-F* ; hence if we use a power of sn x as a sol-
ution of a comparison equation P(y) * we will get results which are dif-
ferentjfrom those obtained by using cn"" (x-d) as such a solution.
We will choose as a particular solution of a suitable comparison
equation P(y) the function y., » sn
10
"
*/j (x-a) where the constant a is the
affix of the leftmost point of the interval a ^ x 6 b. We will not carry
out the details of the preceding section for the new function y fl but will
note that no new assumptions are made on the functions involved and that
nothing different is obtained until we take the successive derivatives of
v*. We have
y, » sn^'^x-a)
,
/ r cn/\(x-a)dnA(x-a)l
\
It will be convenient again to place
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from this wquation we obtain the^artialjdif ference and differential recurr-
ence relation
z \. cn/l(x-a)dnifx-a)
r being the recurrence variable. This relation will be found useful in mak-
ing the computations for any particular case. The value of p » found in pre-
cisely the same way as in the previous section, is
_ cn/\(x-a) dn A(x-a) _ en"" ' /If x-a) dn"" ' /l(x-a)
p = C + C,
~ZTt~~Z\ + ,,,+ C"-' ~2^tT>™7~ •snA(x-a) sn /(x-a)
where the coefficients are functions analogous to the coefficients B/ of
the previous section, i - 0, n-|, the only difference being that in
these functions the coefficients of p^. , k i,i + 2» are not all the same
for the two cases.
We are now .iustified in stating the Third General Theorem of Os-
cillation, the proof for which follows exactly the proof of theorem I.
Theorem III. If the Parameter
^,
i_n the equation L(u) = 0, i_s_
fixed and satisfies the relations,
b - a
and if for every x in the i_nterval a £ x £ b
\ cn A(x-a)dn>i(x-a) cn n~ 'X(x-a) dn'7" Vl(x-a)
l (x, A) i C + C, t- +-+Ct>- , —It-TY} Tsn A(x-a) sn /(x-a)
/ a (\)11 1
+ 1
' 7 H) f
the sign of equality not holding throughout (a,b), then any solution u(x,))
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of L(u) » vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
(a, b) of length 2&/\ measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in (a,b) :
|) when n is even;
2) when n is odd, provided in this case that u (x, \) is positive
at some point in each of the intervals f^o.^M. (^»»^>). •••• (^.-f »yuA ) » and
that
whereto a,yU», • • » ,yUA are the oonsecutives zeros of Vo in-(a,b).
It is clear from the discussion iust preceding the statement of
theorem Ila that, in this case also, the most convenient application of
theorem III will be that to the equation E(u) = instead of L(u) 0. A
special case of theorem III gives the following theorem as a second analogue
of theorem la.
Theorem Ilia. If the Parameter \, in the eouation E (u) = 0, is
f i xed and satisfies the relations,
b - a
and if for every x in the interval a 6 x £ b
/ V, ^ n n
cn'\(x-a)dn 9 )|(x-a) cn^-^x-a) dn^-^x-a)
e (x,A) 2 + 0„ -9-T- +...+ C OVa _ 9 SJ*^T\T"—T" •sn /\(x-a) sn /\(x-a)
the sign of equality not_holding_throughout (a,b), then any solution u (x, ^)
of E(u) = vanishes at least once in the interior of each sub-interval of
(a, b) of length measuring from the point a and hence has at least s
zeros in (a,b).

VII. Application to Equations not Involving a Parameter,
For the application of the above theorems let us consider the
equation
d
ov
*
r i d^" 9 r i d ? r i
E(u)9 5p*[E?vJ x ) uJ "3p^*[E*>*-«(*} ttJ •••«- [E 9 fx)uJ + E (x)u « 0.
in which the functions E , E t , •• • , E^ and their derivatives of as high order
as their subscripts are real-valued^ single-valued and continuous functions
of the real variable x for x in the interval a ^ x £ b. We will suppose thai
the coefficient of the derivative of highest order is of one sign, sav pos-A
itive, throughout (a,b). An equation of the above tVPe mav be rewritten in
the form
E(u) r ~^[E^fx)uJ +
^ p uJ + .-. + J -p
E,(x) \„v,E (x)
+ 1"
~j^~u =0,
Applying theorem la to this equation we have in place of the condition On e
-T9^- £ A + A tan*^(x-c) + ••• + A^.^tan
9*" 9
^(x-c)
,
A
where, in the coefficients A ,
A
9 , • • ,
A
9^_, the functions P?^-*/ have the
special form B*n-t// \* -i i - 0, !»•••, m- I .
Except in verv special cases we may consider that the functions
A?,
A
A , • • • ,
A
9^. 9 (when not identically zero) do not have zeros to balance the
poles of tanA(x-c) as ^varies; hence this inequality, which, if satisfied
by E (x)/r , assures us of the existence of zeros of a solution of the
given equation, may be satisfied in general only if the coefficient of each
power of tanA(x-c) is less than or equal to zero for certain values of X
and for x in certain sub-intervals of the given interval. Herce it is nat—
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ural to suppose that this equation is so restricted that
i9 i 6 0. i * 1,2, • ",111-1,
in the second member
throughout (a,b). The maximum value of the sum of all the terms, of the in-
equality on E (x) /^
9Vn
,
involving the tangent function is zero; if these
terms are neglected we have a new condition on E fx) / which is
Suppose that in the above inequalities and in the function
v, * cos
?v*~ 1
A(x-c) , we substitute TT/1 for A . The functions A , A?, • • • , ho**-*
after this substitution will be denoted by 1 , kot • • • , A,,^.?, respectively.
Now if the constant c is so chosen that y, has a zero at one end of any
given sub-interval of (a, b) of length 1, the next zero will be at the other
end of this sub-interval, for the half period of cosA(x-c) isTr/) or 1. We
note here that, if the above inequalities hold, then the condition imposed
upon D(y,) in theorem la is satisfied; moreover any change of the constant
c does not in any way affect these inequalities. Hence these inequalities
may be looked upon as conditions on 1; the smallest 1 which will satisfy
these conditions for every x in this subinterval will give the most inform-
ation concerning the lengths of sub-intervals of (a,b) in which we can be
sure of finding at least one zero of any solution of the given differential
equation. The results which thus emerge may be stated in the following the-
orem.
Theorem IV. If, in a given interval a £. x 6 b, there is a sub-
interval of length 1 (the smallest 1 being chosen which will satisfy the
following inequalities) , such that for every x in this sub-interv«l
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Aol ^ 0, i « 1,2. •••,m-l,
A ^ E (x)-7s^ .
not_all_the equality signs holding throughout the sub-i interval 1, then anj;
solution u (x) of the differential equation E(u) =0 has at least one zero
in the interior of this sub-interval.
Since we can equally well apply theorem Ila or Ilia to the equa*-
tion E(u) = two other theorems might be statedjbut the only change would
be that the A* s in the inequalities would be replaced bv analogous B* s or
C*s corresponding to the B's or C's of $5 or 6. respectively, according as
we applied theorem Ila or Illaand that in either case 7T , the half period
of sin x and cos x would give place to 2K the half period of the Jacobi
elliptic functions cn x and sn x .
Let us apply these results to the special cases in which m = I or
m » 2.
If m * | we may, without loss of generality, take E,»(x) * I.
Then in place of the inequalities of the above theorem, we have
l'Eo(x) > TT* .
This inequality can be satisfied only if E (x) is positive throughout the
sub-interval of length 1; and when the inequality is true, the other hypo-
theses of theorem IV being satisfied, we are assured of the existence of at
least one zero of a solution u(x) of the given second order equation
u" + E (x)u = in this sub-interval. Thus it is clear that our theorem IV
is a generalization of one of the well-known Sturmian* results for a second
* M.Bocher, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, (2) vol.4
(1898). PP. 295-313.
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order equation in binomial form.
It should be pointed out here that if we had applied theorem Ha
to the equation E(u) » as we applied theorem la and had then specialized
the results to the second order equation in binomial form, we would have
for the inequality on E (x),
I%W a [l - 2k%n* ~-(x-d)j(2K) 9 .
Since 2k%n* -'j-(x-d) is always positive or zero and the maximum value is
2k* < 2 it is clear that E (x) may be less than "TT
9 /1* for x in certain
parts of the sub-interval 1 and still satisfy this relation where we have
the same 1 for this case that we had in l*E (x) <s5 Tf** Using both of these
inequalities, the range of values for E (x) which make theorem IV applic-
able, is thus extended beyond the limit ^ l\ P of the foregoing result. This
same extension may be also obtained from the well-known comparison theorem
for two equations where in particular cn x is a solution of one of the
equations.
The inequalities of theorem IV for the case of the fourth order
equation obtained by letting m = 2 are
- lOtfXfx) > 0,
l
4
E (x) > 3TT*l%(x) - 2 1 TT*EA (x) .
We are assuming that EA (x) is positive; hence if E 9 (x) and E (x) are both
positive, the constant 1 can be chosen large enough to make the inequalitie
true provided for all values of x considered the functions are bounded away
from zero and infinity. Considering 1 as the length of a sub-interval of
the given interval, the conditions imposed by the theorem are evident. For
convenience in stating certain results we will suppose that instead of the
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interval (a.b) we are considering the interval a ^ x < + <»which includes
any sub-interval 1 however large 1 may be. Then if the functions E^. fx)
and their derivatives up to order i inclusive, i - 0.2,4, are real-valued,
single-valued and continuous functions of x in a £ x <. +a>and are bounded
away from zero and infinity in this interval, then a sub-interval 1 of
a 5 x < + <*>, measured from any fixed point of the given interval, exists
which contains at least one zero of every solution of a fourth order equa-
tion in the form of E(u) » 0.
For the general case of order 2m the sign of p 9^_ 9 < or for this
case of ( x)/tt
9<
in A^.o^- , i = 1, 2, • • «"'»* I', is negative. I
9
is
the highest power of 1 entering in A 9M
_<>i« s»d 2f for every x in the inter-
val a £ x ^ + °o the functions E 9Vn _ 9/< (x) and their derivatives up to as high
and
order as 2m-2k are real-valued, single-valued and continuous ^ have a finite
upper bound and if E 9^.*^(x) > Mx~*** where M and e are fixed positive con-
stants
;
then 1 may always be chosen large enough to make the functions A 9rn_ 2;
negative or zero and thus to satisfy the first m-| inequalities of theoremlS
since for large values of 1, l
94
E 9Yn-fi is of higher order of magnitude than
any other terms of A^..*;, ; moreover 1 E (x) is of higher decree in 1 than
in- may be
any terms of A and thus the last ^equality of the theorem ^ satisfied.
Hence if we assume that in the equation E(u) « the functions E (x), E«>(x),
• ••,E 9 y»
v
(x) and their derivatives of order as high as their subscripts are
real-valued. single-valued and continuous functions of x for x in the inter-
val a f x £ we can state the following result as a corollary of
theorem IV.
C9J*°_ll§rv # If for every x in the interval a £ x < + Oo the coeffic-
ients E 9Vrv_ 9^(x) and their derivatives up to order as high as 2m-2k inclu-
sive, k = 0. 1.2, •••»m, are real-valued , single^valued and continuous and
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have a finite upper bound and if E 9^„ ?<< (x) > Mx~
9 * 6
where M and
€ are fixed
positive constants, then it is always possible to find a sub-interval of
length 1, measured from any. fixed point of the given interval, such that
every_ solution of the eguation E(u) « has at least one zero in the inter-
ior of this sub-interval.
*
The result stated bv this corollary for a second order eauation
in binomial form may also be obtained as an immediate consequence of the
classic Stursian theorem referred to above. Hence, we have theorems which^
although retaining the simplicity of form of certain of the Sturmian result;
are nevertheless applicable to a class of equations of general even order.
The general oscillation problem for this class of eauations is still un-
solved; for our theorems state only sufficient conditions that every solu-
tion of a given equation vanishes in a suitably determined interval.
* It is evident that corresponding results may be stated for the in
terval - a> < x 6 b.
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